Principles for Open Space

Nodal, Smaller Spaces

Design for Heavier Use

Paved Gardens – “Lawnless”

Overlapping Uses

Multi-Leveled / Multi-Layered

To Help Orient Oneself Within the City
Ecological Parks

Part of a Larger System
Parcels left to grow wild

Water purification integral to the design

Native Plants & Species

- East Coast Park, Singapore
- Xochimilco, Mexico City
- Fens/Emerald Necklace, Boston
- Century Park, Shanghai
Connections

Accessibility - transit

Variety of Paths

View Corridors and Landmarks

Use of Neighboring Street Pattern

• WanChai Reclamation Alternative, Hong Kong

• Marina City Park, New Downtown, Singapore

• Millenium Bridge, London
Edges

**Waterfront Edge**
- Kuching Park, Malaysia
- Hong Kong
- Sumidagawa, Tokyo

**Urban Edge – High Density, Active**
- Central Park, New York
- Cosmo Square, Osaka
- Kowloon Park, Hong Kong
Image and Identity Building

Local Artists:

• Parc Guell, Barcelona
• Vigeland Park, Oslo

Sister City / Cultural Exchange

• Guangzhou-Sydney

Earthworks / Earth Art / Creating Landscape:

• Garden of Cosmic Speculation, Scotland
• The Wave Field, University of Michigan